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1st Quarter: Leadership Challenges from Industry 4.0 

As Industry 4.0 becomes more widespread, organizations will see changes that will enable them to work more 
efficiently.  For example, it is estimated that by 2019, 50% of all manufacturers will use technology to collabo-
rate directly with consumers about products.  This would result in up to a 25% improvement in product suc-
cess rates. While this technology will allow manufactures to operate more efficiently, it is important to consid-
er the ways it will impact the workforce. 

  

For years now, some people have assumed technology would take the place of human work, resulting in job 
loss. However, that is not necessarily the case. Instead, the technology is driving a shift in the skill sets needed 
to support the evolving changes in manufacturing. In fact, in an article for Forbes Magazine, Justin Rose pre-
dicts that 900,000 jobs will be created over the next 10 years as a result of increased technology.   It is not a 
case of technology replacing humans, but humans learning how to best incorporate these advances. For exam-
ple, a machine operator who was once responsible for one machine is now responsible for a control room with 
multiple machines. The technology is creating a demand for more adaptable and specialized employees. Tech-
nical skills needed today will become less important and more adaptive skills, like accessing information in a 
database, will become more valuable.  Additionally, people will not have one specific job, but will have more 
flexibility and work more cross-functionally.  

  
(Cont. on next page) 



Another change and challenge to expect from Industry 4.0 is the increased importance of cyber security.  An 

estimated 60% of top manufacturers will rely on digital platforms by 2020 and an estimated 75% of all manu-

facturers will use an industry cloud.  The key will be to have a cyber-strategy in place as to eliminate vulnera-

bilities as you adopt various digital platforms.   

 

As GM and Operations leaders within your organization, it is imperative to start preparing for these changes 

within your facility.  In thinking about the needs of your organization, what roles will be key for you to success-

fully transition to Industry 4.0?   
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Current Highlighted Searches 

• Commodity Manager - Virginia 

• Key Account Manager - Midwest 

• Manager of Quality Control - Maryland  

• Manager of Regulatory Affairs CMC - Maryland 

• Manufacturing Supervisor - CT 

• Production Supervisor - Iowa 

• Sales Manager - South Carolina 

• Site Operations Leader - Minnesota or Wisconsin 

• Tech Transfer Process Manager - Maryland 

• Tech Transfer Analytical Manager -  Maryland 

** For more information on any of  our active searches, visit our website at www.pin-pointsolutions.com or email Mark at 

mark@pin-pointsolutions.com.  
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